Multi-charged oligonucleotide ion formation in sonic spray ionization.
An oligonucleotide tends to release hydrogen atoms from a phosphoric acid group and to form negative ions that can be detected by mass spectrometry. Usually, with a solution-spray based ionization technique, the negative ions are present in different charge states. Ion formation for the nucleotide is quite complicated and is easily influenced by matrix and other constituents in a sample solution, as well as by the operating parameters for a mass spectrometer. In this work, we studied oligonucleotide ion formation by using an ion trap mass spectrometer combined with a sonic spray ionization (SSI) source. An oligonucleotide with 20 bases was measured. Effects from contaminants and parameters affecting the ion production, such as a high voltage applied to the ionization source and sample solution-flow rate, were investigated. Our results showed that an ion with about one charge for every three bases was most abundant. However, the signal intensity and the mass spectrum pattern were sensitive to the matrix and operating parameters. One of the reasons for such sensitivity is that there are various ion states for an oligonucleotide. Any change in the matrix or an operating parameter may shift the balances between the ion states. Adding Tris, or (hydroxymethyl)aminomethane, enhanced the signal intensity of the oligonucleotide and promoted formation of the oligonucleotide ion with higher charges, while adding acetic acid favored the ions with lower charges, compared with that obtained in the medium without adding Tris and acetic acid. The effects on charged droplets and chemical enhancement were investigated. The mechanism for oligonucleotide ion formation is discussed.